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PRODUCT INFORMATION
End-to-end journey management and risk assessment
solutions for Mining, Resources and Construction.

Be the safety guardian of the
people travelling for your business.

Automated, real-time
journey management monitoring.

Your people are precious.

Keep them safe.

Key Features

MANAGE TEAMS ACROSS NUMEROUS WORK SITES AND
SAFEGUARD LONE WORKERS TRAVELLING REMOTELY.
Travelling between job sites, delivering
products and assets, transporting people there are many reasons why employees
in the mining, resources and construction
sectors drive as part of their work day.
In rural and remote areas, travel can include
hazards such as fatigue, driver error and
vehicle malfunction, all of which can occur
in areas with limited mobile reception.
When it comes to keeping your workers
safe while they are on the road, the first

step is to have proper risk management
strategies in place to ensure emergency
support is deployed quickly in the event
of an accident, break down or injury.
By mapping out road journeys and
monitoring these trips, you can increase
driver safety and respond to emergencies
quickly...

A process that JMS automates
for you.

REAL-TIME
MOBILE GPS
High accuracy mobile GPS provides instant
or last known location info with multiple
timezones supported.

IVMS
INTEGRATION
There are numerous In-Vehicle Monitoring
System (IVMS) providers, and JMS can
integrate with the vast majority of them.

VERBAL
REMINDERS
Verbal alerts for essentials such as rest
breaks, so drivers never touch their phones
on the road.

Reduce motor vehicle
accidents
Effective journey management reduces the
likelihood your employees will be involved
in an accident. Fewer accidents mean fewer
injuries to employees, less property damage
and reduced insurance and administrative costs.

Monitor
and report
JMS helps you remain informed of staff transit
schedules, destinations, risks and other relevant
journey information. The software uses the
inbuilt GPS of the mobile device to track the live
location and provide accurate ETA predictions.
By using GPS, JMS knows for certain if a user
hasn’t reached an identified stop, checkpoint,
break point or destination and notifies managers
immediately via SMS, email or push notification.
JMS can also help monitor fatigue automatically
calculated on distance or time and make
recommendations on rest locations and times
to resume the journey.

The JMS app is packed full of features.
This is not a typical journey management system that involves
the risky process of manual SMS check-ins, which can lead to
heavy penalties or worse. Our system automates and manages
the entire process to keep your workers hands-free and safe.

AUTO CHECKPOINTS
+ ALERTS
Automated geolocation check-in notifications
are sent via SMS, push notification and email
with no driver interaction required.

OFFLINE
CAPABILITY
Create a trip and complete a trip even if
the mobile device is offline. JMS can still
capture data using GPS.

DURESS
BUTTON
Ultimate safety assurance with an
emergency button to trigger alerts
and escalate responses.

FULLY
CUSTOMISABLE
Each business and industry is different.
Our team will work with you to create
a personalised solution for your needs.

FATIGUE
NOTIFICATIONS
Tired drivers are unsafe drivers. JMS will
alert you if your workers have been on the
road too long.

DIGITAL
FORMS
Automated data and compliance for
paper-free operations via integrated
Digital Forms software.

Address legal
requirements
Practices in an active Journey Management
Planning (JMP) helps employers address their
legal obligations to make employees aware
of hazards, evaluate potential risks,
and implement measures that eliminate or
minimise those risks.
Effective JMP solutions also handle requirements
around driver qualifications, working (driving)
alone and others. Documented trip plans,
check-ins and related records all contribute
to an organisation’s due diligence.

Duty of care
and liability
Data from the Australian Safety and Compensation
Council (ASCC) indicates that vehicle accidents
represent 41% of all compensated work fatalities.
JMS will help your workplace meet your WHS
due diligence obligations and protect your
greatest asset - your people.

JMS is auditable for internal or client reporting and is customisable to align with any
risk mitigation strategy. From departure and safety alerts to incidents and arrival,
JMS will keep you updated along every step of the journey.

Assurance for any industry.

Mining,
Resources +
Construction
KEEP WORKERS SAFE
IN REMOTE LOCATIONS

Travelling as a work function is vital across all tiers
of the resources sector including oil, gas, mining
and renewables. These workers also traverse
larges distances between job sites, often in remote
and rural locations. Construction also has a high
volume of travelling workers with projects dotted
across vast distances geographically.

JMS HAS THE FEATURES YOU NEED
FOR COMPLETE PROTECTION
Monitoring a remote workforce in resources and
construction can be a challenging task and many
journey management plans require manual
check-ins.
The JMS app automates this process with features
including:

Easy. Powerful. Customisable.

Design
your solution

The JMS team will help you get started with a customised
solution, built on the capabilities you need.

30 day free trial

Group messaging

SMS, email or
push notifications

Real-time GPS

Fatigue alerts
Configurable
notifications
Global coverage and
multiple timezones
Configurable
workflow approval
process

• Geotagged checkpoints
• Alerts through SMS,
push notification and email

Digital forms for site
/ equipment audits

Escalation processes
Generic risk
assessments
Bespoke risk
assessments
Branded portal
Single sign-on
Satellite device
integration

• Fatigue management
• Full fleet monitoring
• HSE compliance
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Try the JMS software FREE
for 30 days
Don’t just take our word for it, see it for yourself and be sure.
Test drive the JMS app with a 30 day free trial. It’s the best
way to see how JMS keeps your staff safe, and your business
compliant.
The best part is, we can have you set up in a snap.

